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a b s t r a c t 

Chunking language has been proposed to be vital for comprehension enabling the extraction of meaning from 

a continuous stream of speech. However, neurocognitive mechanisms of chunking are poorly understood. The 

present study investigated neural correlates of chunk boundaries intuitively identified by listeners in natural 

speech drawn from linguistic corpora using magneto- and electroencephalography (MEEG). In a behavioral ex- 

periment, subjects marked chunk boundaries in the excerpts intuitively, which revealed highly consistent chunk 

boundary markings across the subjects. We next recorded brain activity to investigate whether chunk boundaries 

with high and medium agreement rates elicit distinct evoked responses compared to non-boundaries. Pauses 

placed at chunk boundaries elicited a closure positive shift with the sources over bilateral auditory cortices. In 

contrast, pauses placed within a chunk were perceived as interruptions and elicited a biphasic emitted potential 

with sources located in the bilateral primary and non-primary auditory areas with right-hemispheric dominance, 

and in the right inferior frontal cortex. Furthermore, pauses placed at stronger boundaries elicited earlier and 

more prominent activation over the left hemisphere suggesting that brain responses to chunk boundaries of nat- 

ural speech can be modulated by the relative strength of different linguistic cues, such as syntactic structure and 

prosody. 
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. Introduction 

Speech unfolds as a continuous flow of acoustic information where

xtraction of meaning has been proposed in theoretical models to

e achieved by chunking speech into smaller units ( Christiansen and

hater, 2016 ; Sinclair and Mauranen, 2006 ). Chunking language is

nderstood to be an automatized, integrated, and multi-level process

e.g., Bonhage et al., 2017 ). A considerable body of research involv-

ng short, controlled stimuli suggests that segmentation of oral speech

s associated with neural correlates at multiple timescales simultane-

usly ( Doelling et al., 2014 ; Ghitza and Greenberg, 2009 ; Giraud and

oeppel, 2012 ; Gross et al., 2013 ; Henke and Meyer, 2021 ; Peelle et al.,

013 ). For example, segmentation at the syllabic rate has been demon-

trated with cortical entrainment in the theta band ( Peelle et al., 2013 )

hile segmentation at the phrasal level has been associated with delta

1 − 4 Hz) band rhytmicity ( Ding et al., 2016 ). However, little is known

bout segmentation of continuous spontaneous speech. Interest in natu-

al speech is nevertheless growing in neuroscience research, extending
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o multi-level units, narratives, and conversations ( Blanco-Elorrieta and

ylkkänen, 2017 ; Blank and Fedorenko, 2017 ; Brennan et al., 2012 ;

hai et al., 2016 ; Gross et al., 2013 ; Kauppi et al., 2017 ; Keitel et al.,

018 ; Lerner et al., 2011 ; Nguyen et al., 2019 ; Saalasti et al., 2019 ;

ilbert et al., 2014 ; Simony et al., 2016 ; Willems et al., 2016 ). Artificially

onstructed stimuli are beset with the problem of ecological validity and

t is therefore not clear to what extent the findings are generalizable to

aturally occurring speech. The syntax of natural, spontaneous speech

iffers from traditional sentence grammars, which are based on written

ext, to the extent that normal, ordinary speech is believed to require its

wn grammar ( Brazil et al., 1995 ; Kaltenböck et al., 2011 ; Leech, 2000 ;

no and Thompson, 1995 ). For example, over 35% of the units of con-

ersational speech can be considered as consisting of non-clausal mate-

ial, that is, stretches of speech which do not fit the definition of a clause

 Biber et al., 1999 ). Furthermore, syntactic structures in natural spo-

en language do not seem to have clear periodicity. Therefore, to over-

ome these problems, Ono and Thompson (1995) suggested that spo-

en language should be studied in terms of prosodic phrases. Prosodic
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nits in natural speech were shown to occur approximately once per

econd in different languages (Inbar et al., 2020 ) and form a consis-

ent low-frequency rhythm. A more detailed analysis employing Tones

nd Break Indices (ToBI) annotation system, which allows distinguish-

ng between different types of hierarchically organized prosodic units,

evealed that sequences of 2 to 5 intermediate intonation phrases are pe-

iodic at 0.8 to 1.6 Hz within a longer and more distinct superordinate

ntonation phrase ( Stehwien and Meyer, 2021 ). Such amplitude modu-

ations of the speech envelope were suggested to be sufficiently regular

or neural tracking ( Stehwien and Meyer, 2021 ). Indeed, brain oscilla-

ory activity was shown to be synchronized to prosodic chunks of non-

rammatical digit strings providing evidence for acoustically-driven

peech segmentation in the delta range ( Ghitza, 2020 ; Rimmele et al.,

021 ). In compliance with this, the benefit of acoustic prosodic segmen-

ation was demonstrated in a behavioral study employing an auditory

orking memory task ( Ghitza, 2017 ). Furthermore, prosody, available

t an early point in a sentence, has been shown to allow listeners to

redict eventual syntactic structure during online sentence processing

 Beach, 1991 ; Schafer et al., 2000 ). These studies support the hypothe-

is that prosodic phrasing is central to spoken language comprehension

nd may guide the cognitive formation of syntactic and semantic units

 Cutler et al., 1997 ; Frazier et al., 2006 ; Stehwien and Meyer, 2021 ).

oreover, prosodic chunking has been proposed to allow the effec-

ive decoding of a single coherent piece of information per prosodic

nit without exceeding working memory capacity (Inbar et al., 2020 ;

tehwien and Meyer, 2021 ). 

At the neuronal level, it has been found that the closure of a prosodic

hrase elicits a distinct event-related potential (ERP) component − the

losure positive shift (CPS) starting around or even before the onset

f a pause separating consecutive prosodic phrases ( Bögels et al., 2011 ;

teinhauer, 2003 ). Importantly, when a pause is removed while other in-

icators of a prosodic boundary, such as prefinal lengthening and bound-

ry tone, are kept intact, the CPS is still present ( Steinhauer et al., 1999 ).

his component has also been observed in responses to breaks separat-

ng musical phrases ( Knösche et al., 2005 ), and to intonational phrases

n pseudoword and hummed sentences ( Pannekamp et al., 2005 ), which

uggests an important role for low level acoustic-phonetic cues in

rosodic chunking. On the other hand, the CPS has been observed

n responses to commas in reading ( Steinhauer, 2003 ; Steinhauer and

riederici, 2001 ), and even in the absence of a comma after long syn-

actic constituents ( Hwang and Steinhauer, 2011 ). Furthermore, the CPS

an reflect the interaction between prosody and other cues such as con-

ext and syntax. For example, the CPS elicited by acoustically identical

rosodic boundaries has been found to be modulated by contextual pre-

ictability of a boundary ( Kerkhofs et al., 2007 ). The CPS has also been

bserved in the absence of an overt prosodic boundary if the boundary is

redictable on syntactic grounds ( Itzhak et al., 2010 ). In all, these stud-

es suggest that the CPS is not driven exclusively by bottom-up acoustic

nformation, but rather reflects more abstract phrasing based on the in-

egration of several linguistic cues ( Bögels et al., 2011 ). 

The importance of abstract linguistic information such as syntactic

tructure and semantics in segmenting continuous speech has also been

emonstrated in several behavioral studies and in studies of oscillatory

ctivity. In a boundary detection task, where the strength of prosodic

ues was thoroughly controlled, the probability of boundary marking

as higher for syntactically licensed compared to non-licensed locations

n spoken sentences ( Buxó-Lugo and Watson, 2016 ). At the neurophys-

ological level, the tracking of perceptually relevant speech is associ-

ted with the entrainment of neuronal oscillations in different frequency

ands, whereby different oscillatory frequencies would track different

ierarchical linguistic units ( Ding et al., 2017 ; Doelling et al., 2014 ;

aufeld et al., 2020 ; Keitel et al., 2018 ; Teng et al., 2018 ). Importantly,

eural tracking of abstract linguistic structures may be observed when

rosody is not present in the stimuli. For example, synchronization of

elta activity has been found to different types of non-prosodic chunks ,

uch as phrases and sentences ( Ding et al., 2016 ) or word pairs con-
2 
tructed on the basis of abstract rules ( Jin et al., 2020 ). These findings

uggest that speech segmentation could be achieved by neural networks

ncluding auditory, motor and association cortex through neuronal os-

illations which allow parsing the sound input at separate timescales

nd form Linguistic Trees ( Morillon et al., 2019 ; Poeppel and Assa-

eo, 2020 ). However, enhanced neural tracking of the speech envelope

t the phrasal timescale for naturally spoken sentences compared to jab-

erwocky controls with morphemes and sentential prosody suggests the

mpact of both acoustically-driven bottom-up and contextually-invoked

op-down processing on spoken language segmentation ( Kaufeld et al.,

020 ). 

The present study was designed to answer two questions: how contin-

ous natural speech is intuitively chunked up by listeners, and to what

xtent, if any, it is possible to find neurocognitive correlates to intu-

tively perceived chunks. We set up two experiments, one at a behavioral

evel and another using magneto- and electroencephalography (MEEG).

n contrast to previous studies, we did not construct the stimuli accord-

ng to any pre-defined notion of a chunk, such as prosodically or syntac-

ically driven unit. Instead, following Sinclair and Mauranen (2006) , we

ypothesized that listeners who are fluent in the language spontaneously

dentify chunk boundaries in real-time speech; therefore, a ‘chunk’ can

e defined as an intuitive unit reliably identified by naïve listeners. In

his sense it can be regarded as a pre-theoretical notion. We further hy-

othesized that such a unit is unlikely to be driven by just one type of

inguistic cue, since language processing is holistic and based on the si-

ultaneous integration of all available information: prosodic, semantic,

yntactic and even sociolinguistic ( Hanulíková et al., 2012 ; Van Berkum

t al., 2008 ). 

Naturalistic speech stimuli comprised of short excerpts of speech

vents were extracted from linguistic corpora consisting of both a sound-

rack and its transcript. In the behavioral experiment, we sought to es-

ablish the degree of convergence among naïve listeners with regard

o chunk boundaries by evaluating the consistency of intuitive chunk

oundary marking across participants. We examined the effect of pause

ength, prosody, and syntactic structure on chunk boundary perception.

e then used MEEG to study neurocognitive mechanisms in relation

o intuitive chunking based on the behavioral experiment by record-

ng evoked responses to pauses inserted (1) at chunk boundaries with

igh and medium agreement rates across participants and (2) at non-

oundaries, i.e., at locations where participants did not mark a bound-

ry. In previous research, omission or delay of final words or word

ragments had been found to elicit either a biphasic negative-positive

mitted potential (EP) ( Bendixen et al., 2014 ; Besson et al., 1997 ;

attys et al., 2005 ) or a monophasic positive response ( Nakano et al.,

014 ), which were suggested to reflect a conceptual surprise and a re-

nalysis of the syntactic anomaly. 

We hypothesized that silent pauses inserted at intuitive chunk

oundary locations and at non-boundaries would elicit different event-

elated (ER) activity. More specifically, we expected that silent pauses

nserted at intuitive chunk boundary locations would be associated

ith boundary-specific responses, while silent pauses inserted at non-

oundaries would be perceived as interruptions. However, since infor-

ation from top-down and bottom-up sources had been shown to be

ntegrated in a highly interactive way at different levels of language or-

anization, we also expected to detect a modulatory effect of syntactic

tructure on boundary-related brain activity. 

. Materials and methods 

.1. Overview of the approach 

This study was comprised of two parts. First, a behavioural exper-

ment was conducted. In the experiment, the participants simultane-

usly listened to speech extracts and followed their transcripts on tablet

omputers, while intuitively marking chunk boundaries in excerpts of

atural speech. Based on these data, we estimated chunk boundaries
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greement rates across participants. Next, we used the identified chunk

oundaries to study their neuronal correlates using combined magneto-

nd electroencephalography (MEEG). In this experiment, we inserted

ilent pauses of 2 s at the locations of chunk boundaries as well as non-

oundaries and estimated ERs to these silent pauses. 

.2. Participants 

For the behavioral experiment, we obtained data from 104 neurolog-

cally healthy volunteers that were students of the University of Helsinki

ith no background in linguistics, aged 20–39 (71 females, 31 males, 2

ther; 94 right-handed, 5 left-handed, 5 ambidextrous). All were fluent

on-native speakers of English, and none reported dyslexia. The MEEG

ata and anatomical magnetic resonance images (MRIs) were acquired

rom 20 volunteers (mean age ± standard deviation (S.D.): 30 ± 6.7

ears, 12 males, 18 right-handed and 2 left-handed). The participants

n the behavioral and the MEEG studies did not overlap. All participants

ere healthy, with no history of neurological or psychiatric disorders in-

luding dyslexia, and proficient in English as measured with the Elicited

mitation Task ( Culbertson et al., 2020 ; Yan et al., 2016 ). 

In both studies, all participants were non-native, although proficient

nglish speakers. In the behavioral study, we recruited subjects of 22 dif-

erent native languages: Finnish speakers were a prevalent group of 62,

ollowed by Spanish (8), Chinese (5), Arabic (3,) German (3) and oth-

rs. In the MEEG study, the participants represented 7 different native

anguages: Russian (9), Finnish (5), Tamil (2), Danish, Turkish, German,

nd Ukrainian. 

The study was performed according to Declaration of Helsinki and

pproved by an ethical committee of the Helsinki University Central

ospital. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants

rior to the experiment. 

.3. Speech stimuli 

The speech stimuli were created using three corpora of authentic

peech recorded in university environments: the Michigan Corpus of

cademic Spoken English (MICASE), the Corpus of English as a Lin-

ua Franca in Academic Settings (ELFA) and the Vienna-Oxford Inter-

ational Corpus of English (VOICE). All three corpora comprise native

nd non-native speech from fluent English speakers of different back-

rounds, accents, and cultures, recorded in a natural environment. We

elected 195 10-45-second-long semantically coherent and grammati-

ally well-formed extracts from speech events typical of academic com-

unication, such as lectures, seminars, conference presentations and

iscussions. The extracts were meaningful on their own outside the

arger context of a speech event, and did not contain unintelligible or

nfinished words, laughter, long pauses, overlapping speech, speaker

hanges, frequent hesitations, or repetitions. To ensure comprehensibil-

ty, we also controlled for specialized and low-frequency vocabulary.

he extracts were reproduced by a trained speaker, who mimicked the

riginal intonation patterns with high precision. The speaker was bilin-

ual, with English as one native language. Recordings took place in an

coustically shielded studio at the phonetics laboratory, University of

elsinki, Finland. 

.4. Linguistic annotation of speech stimuli 

All boundaries between two consecutive words were annotated for

ause length, prosodic boundary strength and clausal syntactic struc-

ure. Pause annotation was carried out using WebMAUS ( Schiel, 1999 ),

hich automatically aligns audio recording to its transcript, and Praat

 Boersma and Weenink, 2017 ). Prosodic boundary strength was es-

imated with the Wavelet Prosody Toolkit, an unsupervised system

hich performs continuous wavelet analysis (CWT) based on fun-

amental frequency, energy envelope and word duration (exclud-

ng pauses and breaths) and finds prosodic boundaries ( Suni, 2017 ;
3 
uni et al., 2017 ). Specifically, the method checks each word boundary

or energy and fundamental frequency minima, as well as minima of

ifferences between durations of adjacent words (pre-boundary length-

ning). Prosodic boundary was defined by tracking minima across all

hose scales in the resulting scalograms. 

Applying CWT allows for examining both local and wider context of

he prosodic signals, which has shown to be beneficial, yielding good

greement between CWT method and expert annotations of ToBi break

ndices ( Suni et al., 2017 ). The depth of the minima across wavelet scales

s taken into account, resulting in a continuous boundary strength score.

In syntactic annotation we defined a clause as a constituent struc-

ured around a verb phrase and included both finite and non-finite

lauses in the definition. Each clause has a clausal boundary at the begin-

ing and at the end and no clausal boundaries within it. This annotation

as mapped on a scale from 1 to 4 to reflect syntactic boundary strength

rom the perspective of constituent structure which is hierarchical in na-

ure and posits part-whole relationships between smaller and larger con-

tituents (see e.g., Carnie, 2010 ; Huddleston and Pullum, 2002 ). Thus,

ord boundaries where one clause ends and the next one begins were

ssumed to be syntactically the strongest and assigned a value of 4

clausal/clausal or C/C), places where a clause ends but a new one does

ot start immediately a value of 3 (clausal/non-clausal or C/NC), places

here a new clause starts but the clause in which it is embedded is not

et finished, a value of 2 (non-clausal/clausal or NC/C) and places with-

ut a single clausal boundary a value of 1 (non-clausal/non-clausal or

C/NC). Fig. 1 illustrates an example of syntactic annotation. 

In addition, we evaluated the mean duration of all intuitively defined

hunks separated by statistically significant boundaries by measuring

ntervals (in seconds) from the onset of a preceding chunk to the onset

f a consecutive chunk, so that a natural gap separating the chunks was

ncluded into the earlier one. 

.5. Behavioral chunking experiment 

To collect data on intuitively perceived locations of chunk bound-

ries, we used a custom web-based tablet application ChunkitApp

 Vetchinnikova et al., 2017 ). The application displays transcripts of au-

io recordings at the same time as they play in participants’ headphones

 Fig. 2 , A). The participants were asked to listen to the recordings and

ark boundaries between chunks as they felt appropriate by tapping

nteractive tilde symbols ( ∼) in real time. Concurrent listening and ac-

ess to the transcripts was selected to avoid problems due to the fast

ate of spontaneous speech that requires attention to the speech sig-

al which would compromise the concurrent marking. The ChunkitApp

 Vetchinnikova et al., 2017 ) approach enables pausing the soundtrack,

ut with disappearance of text simultaneously. It is important to note

hat the transcript did not convey a normal reading experience, since ev-

ry word was interleaved with a tilde symbol and due to concurrent at-

ention to speech signal. The trial comprised of 26–109 words (54 ± 15,

ean ± S.D.). The experiment comprised of 98 trials in Set 1 and 97

rials in Set 2 where each stimulus was presented once. 

.6. Testing agreement rates for statistical significance 

The participants were free to mark any word boundary as a chunk

oundary. To determine the statistical significance of agreement rates

or each word boundary, we used permutation statistics. We permuted

arked and unmarked boundaries within each individual participant

M times. Then, in each permutation we calculated the total num-

er of boundary markings for each word boundary which gave us

M permuted agreement rates for each word boundary. To estimate

he probability that the observed agreement rate occurred by chance,

e calculated the number of times when the observed or a higher

greement rate occurred across 1M permutations as well as the num-

er of times when the observed or a lower agreement rate occurred

cross 1M permutations, divided by 1M. To avoid zero p -values in
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Fig. 1. An example of syntactic annotation. The extract starts with a dependent if- clause followed by the main clause which embeds a that- clause containing an 

embedded non-finite ing- clause. All clauses are located within rectangles. Non-clausal material, that is, material which is not syntactically integrated into either the 

preceding or the following clause, such as a repetition ( it’s ) and a discourse marker ( I mean ) is enclosed in ovals. Boundaries annotated as C/C, NC/C, or C/NC are 

marked in the extract, all other boundaries between two consecutive words are NC/NC. 

Fig. 2. Examples of stimuli and experimental paradigm in the behavioral (A-B) and MEEG experiments (C-D). A . The schematic diagram of simultaneously presented 

auditory stimulus and its transcript. B . An example of an original stimulus used in the behavioral experiment (for more examples see Appendix 1). Arrows point to the 

locations of all significant boundaries identified in the behavioral experiment. The values above the arrows show agreement rate on a chunk boundary (the percent 

of subjects who marked a boundary in a given space between two orthographic words). C . An example of a stimulus used in the electrophysiological experiment. 

The 2-second silent pauses were inserted at the locations selected on the basis of the behavioral results. “High ” and “Non-B ” (Non-boundary) indicate experimental 

conditions for the present excerpt, the values below – agreement rate of a chunk boundary. D. The schematic diagram of the experimental design. “+ ” indicates the 

fixation cross; vertical arrows indicate time points when the fixation cross is turned on (up) and off (down). “High ”, “Medium ” and “Non-B ” indicate experimental 

conditions, values below – time intervals in seconds. 

4 
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ases where the observed agreement rate did not occur in the permu-

ations, we defined p as the upper bound p u = (b + 1)/(m + 1) where

 is the number of times when permuted agreement rate is equal or

ore extreme than the observed and m is the number of permutations

 Phipson and Smyth, 2010 ; Puoliväli et al., 2020 ). We doubled the value

o get a two-tailed p -value. To account for multiple comparisons, we

pplied the Benjamini-Hochberg false discovery rate (FDR) procedure

 Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995 ) using MultiPy package for Python

 Puoliväli et al., 2020 ) at 𝛼 = 0.05. Thus, if the agreement rate was

igher than expected based on the null distribution, the boundary was

onsidered a significant boundary. If the agreement rate was lower than

xpected based on the null distribution, the boundary was considered a

ignificant non-boundary. 

.7. Analysis of the relationship between the linguistic cues and the 

greement rate 

To relate the agreement rate (dependent variable) to clausal syn-

actic structure, prosodic strength and pause length (independent vari-

bles), we fit a multiple linear regression model to Set 1 and Set 2

eparately. Clause structure was represented as a continuous variable

arying on a scale from 1 to 4 as described in Linguistic annotation

f speech stimuli. Pause length was square root transformed and as-

igned to ten equally spaced bins in order to fulfil the assumption of

inear relationship between independent and dependent variables. All

ndependent variables were then normalized with a z-score. In deter-

ining statistical significance of regression coefficients, we used the

ootstrapping approach to account for violations of model assumptions

n non-normality of residuals, heteroscedasticity, and the presence of

utliers. Bootstrap-based confidence intervals for each regression coef-

cient were determined by estimating distributions of 10 000 samples

f regression coefficients from randomly resampled (with replacement)

ersions of the original dataset. In these resampled datasets, data for

ome boundaries was expressed more than once and for some, not at

ll. 99.9% confidence intervals for each regression coefficient were ob-

ained by finding values at 0.05 and 99.95 percentile of the bootstrap

istributions. P -values for each regression coefficient were the propor-

ion of oppositely signed values in its bootstrap distribution. P < 0.001

as considered statistically significant. 

. MEEG experiment 

.1. Speech stimuli for the MEEG experiment 

Based on the results of the behavioral chunking experiment ( Fig. 2 ,

), we selected speech boundaries with high and medium agreement

ates (see the Results section, Behavioral chunking experiment) and non-

oundaries for the subsequent MEEG study. We inserted 2-second pauses

t the locations of non-boundaries ( “Non-boundary ” condition) and at

oundaries of medium and high agreement rate ( “Medium ” and “High ”

onditions). Non-boundaries were defined as boundaries which were

arked by fewer than 5% of participants. All excerpts contained from

wo to seven 2-second silent pauses ( Fig. 2 , C). As a rule, each speech

timulus included at least one pause inserted within a chunk and one

nserted at a chunk boundary. The mean distance between two consec-

tive pauses ( ± S.D.) was 4.1 ± 1.4 s. For the Non-boundary condition,

97 trials were used, for the Medium – 230, and for the High – 257. The

timuli were normalized in their intensity using the RMS (root mean

quare) function. 

.2. Experimental design and task 

During the MEEG experiment, the speech stimuli were presented bin-

urally through plastic tubes and earpieces. The delivery of the stim-

li was controlled by Presentation software (release 19.0, Neurobehav-

oral Systems, Inc., San Francisco, USA), which was also used for col-
5 
ecting the behavioral data (correct and incorrect responses, and reac-

ion times). Presentation of each new excerpt was signaled by a fixation

ross, which appeared in the middle of a screen ( Fig. 2 , D). During the

xperiment, the subjects were instructed to keep visual fixation on the

ross throughout the presentation of a whole speech excerpt (includ-

ng silent pauses). Two seconds after the offset of a speech stimulus,

 comprehension question was presented on the screen for 7 s. In a

orced-choice paradigm, the subjects had to answer this question by lift-

ng either their right index or right middle finger from an optical sensor

orresponding to “yes ” or “no ” response respectively. Efficiency of task

erformance was evaluated as the percentage of correct responses to the

omprehension questions and mean reaction times. After a 3-s resting

nterval, when the fixation cross was turned off, the presentation of a

ew excerpt started. An experimental session included six blocks with

he mean duration ( ± S.D.) of 21.6 ± 0.4 min and two breaks. 

.3. Acquisition of neuroimaging data 

Concurrent 64-channel EEG and 306-channel (204 planar gradiome-

ers and 102 magnetometers) MEG (Elekta-MEGIN) data were collected

t the BioMag Laboratory, HUS Medical Imaging Center, in a mag-

etically shielded room (Euroshield Oy, Eura, Finland). The EEG was

ecorded with an Ag/AgCl-electrode cap; the reference electrode was

laced on the nose. Vertical and horizontal electro-oculograms (EOG)

ere recorded in order to control eye movements. The recording high-

ass filter was 0.03 Hz, and the sampling rate was 1000 Hz. Prior to

ata acquisition, the locations of five head position indicator (HPI) coils

ttached to the subject’s head, and locations of all EEG electrodes were

etermined with respect to the three cardinal points (nasion and two

reauricular points) by using a 3-D digitizer (Polhemus) in order to lo-

alize the position of the subject’s head within the magnetometer hel-

et. The head position was localized at the beginning of each experi-

ental block for further co-registration the MEG coordinate system with

he subject’s structural MRI. High-resolution 3D T1-weighted MPRAGE

mages (1 × 1 × 1 mm 

3 ) were acquired for each subject (TR = 2530 ms,

E = 3.3 ms, TI = 1100 ms, flip angle = 7°) with a 3-T whole-body MRI

canner (Magnetom Skyra, Siemens) at the Advanced Magnetic Imaging

entre (Aalto University, Espoo, Finland). The volume consisted of 176

agittal slices (FOV = 256 × 256 mm 

2 , 256 × 256 matrix, slice thick-

ess = 1 mm). 

.4. MEEG data analysis 

.4.1. Preprocessing 

Maxfilter with temporal signal space separation (tSSS) ( Taulu and

imola, 2006 ) (Elekta Neuromag Ltd., Finland) was used for suppressing

xtra-cranial noise from MEG sensors and for the interpolation of bad

hannels. MEG channels exhibiting noise during the recordings were

anually marked as bad prior to MaxFiltering procedure. The MEEG

ata were segmented into epochs starting 200 ms before and ending

000 ms after the onset of the inserted silent pause. Epochs with sig-

als exceeding peak-to-peak amplitude of 5 pT for magnetometers and

40 𝜇V for EOG channels were automatically excluded from the analy-

is. The remaining epochs were visually inspected and those containing

links or movement artifacts were rejected manually. Bad EEG chan-

els were interpolated using the spherical spline method ( Perrin et al.,

989 ). For the analysis of the event-related potentials (ERPs), the origi-

al reference system was used, while for the source reconstruction, the

voked responses were re-referenced to the average reference. 

.4.2. Analysis of event-related activity 

Event-related sensor-level EEG time-series data were filtered with

 passband of 0.5–20 Hz with FIR (finite impulse response) filter.

ata were then averaged across trials and baseline-corrected using a

00-ms-time interval preceding a stimulus onset (i.e., the onset of a

ilent pause). 
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Fig. 3. Distribution of linguistic features with the agreement rate. A. The distribution of linguistic features (pause length, prosodic strength, and clause struc- 

ture) across the boundary categories (High, Medium-High (Med-H), Medium (Med), Low, and Non-Boundary (Non-B)) in the behavioral experiment. B. The dis- 

tribution of linguistic features across the experimental conditions (High, Medium, and Non-Boundary) in the MEEG experiment. C/C = clausal/clausal boundary; 

C/NC = clausal/non-clausal boundary; NC/C = non-clausal/clausal boundary; NC/NC = non-clausal/non-clausal boundary. 
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The ERPs were then analyzed within a set of 10 electrodes ( Fig. 4 , A),

here the ERP components were most prominent ( Fig 3 , C). The ERP

mplitudes were then averaged separately over three equidistant 120-

s time windows: 110–230 ms, 250–370 ms and 390–510 ms and then

ver the 10 electrodes for each participant. The first and the last time

indows corresponded to the negative and positive deflections of ERPs

bserved in the Non-boundary condition respectively, and the second –

o the positive deflections in the Medium and High conditions ( Fig. 4 , B).

.4.3. Surface parcellation and Source reconstruction of MEEG data 

Anatomical preprocessing included an automatic volumetric seg-

entation of the individual MRIs, surface reconstruction and sur-

ace parcellations, using FreeSurfer image analysis suite ( Fischl, 2012 )

 http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/ ). Cortical parcellation and label-

ng was performed in accordance with the Destrieux atlas ( Destrieux

t al., 2010 ). MNE software ( http://martinos.org/mne/stable/index.

tml ) ( Gramfort et al., 2014 , 2013 ) was used for source reconstruc-

ion. Source configurations underlying the evoked responses were mod-

led using three-layer boundary element conductivity models created

or each subject. The boundaries for the skin, skull and brain surfaces

ere determined using the watershed algorithm. The MEEG data were

o-localized with individual anatomical images, and forward solutions

ere then calculated based on the volume conductor and the transfor-

ation information. The surface-based source spaces contained 8196

ertex locations for two hemispheres, with inter-vertex separation of 6

m. For the preparation of the inverse operator, the Noise Covariance

atrices (NCMs) were computed using the last 500 ms of inserted pauses

i.e., 1500-2000 ms from a pause onset) which included no task-related

ctivity. The inverse operator was computed using the depth weight-

ng factor of 0.8, and loose source orientations with the weighting fac-

or of 0.2 for the source variances of the dipole components that are

angential to the cortical surface. The dSPM method ( Dale et al., 2000 )

as used for source localization. Source reconstructions were performed

eparately for each subject and experimental condition. The individual

ource solutions were then morphed to a common fsaverage template

 Fischl et al., 1999 ) provided by the FreeSurfer software. Morphing an
6 
ndividual subject’s source estimates to a common reference space was

ased on a spherical representation of the cortex computed using the

pherical registration of FreeSurfer. 

.5. Statistical analysis of the MEEG data 

The main hypothesis in this study was specifically to test whether

nserting pauses at boundaries with different agreement rates (high and

edium), and at non-boundaries induces different evoked responses.

he null hypothesis here is that pauses inserted at different boundary

ocations elicit similar ERs so that there are no neural or ER correlates

ith the intuitive boundary markings. That is, if the intuitive boundaries

ould not be reflected in the brain activity. 

.5.1. Statistical analysis of the evoked potentials from sensor level EEG 

ata 

First, we calculated the statistical significance of evoked responses

ERs) in different time-windows and conditions in respect to the pres-

imulus baseline using the t -test. To control for multiple comparisons,

-values were corrected with the FDR correction. 

Next, the statistical analysis of the ERP amplitudes was conducted

sing the 2-way ANOVA with the factors of Condition (Non-boundary,

edium and High) and Time window (3). The Greenhouse-Geisser cor-

ection was used for factors with more than two levels. Post-hoc analyses

ere performed using the Newman–Keuls test. 

.5.2. Statistical analysis of source activity 

Time courses of the source activity were extracted from the pre-

efined regions of interest (ROIs) within bilateral temporal and right

rontal lobes. The temporal ROIs included the primary (transverse tem-

oral (or Heschl’s) gyrus and sulcus) and non-primary auditory cortex:

osterior (planum temporale and posterior part of the lateral fissure),

nterior (inferior insula) and lateral (STG and STS) parts. The inferior

rontal ROIs included inferior frontal gyrus (pars opercularis, pars tri-

ngularis and pars orbitalis), inferior frontal sulcus, and vertical and

orizontal rami of the anterior lateral fissure ( Fig. 5 , B). First, the time

http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/
http://martinos.org/mne/stable/index.html
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Fig. 4. Group-averaged ERPs for silent pauses inserted 

at chunk boundaries and within chunks. A. The 10 chan- 

nels that were used for the analysis of the ERP ampli- 

tudes. B. The group-averaged ERPs recorded in the Non- 

boundary, Medium and High conditions at the Cz site. 

Shaded areas between the vertical lines – 120-ms time 

windows for the analysis of the ERP amplitudes: 110- 

230, 250-370 and 390-510 ms. C. The group-averaged 

topomaps for the mean amplitudes (μV) within the ana- 

lyzed time windows in the Non-boundary, Medium and 

High conditions. D. The effect of condition on the am- 

plitude of the ERPs for each analyzed time window. The 

vertical lines indicate SEM. ∗ = p < 0.05, ∗ ∗ = p < 0.01, 
∗ ∗ ∗ = p < 0.001. 

Fig. 5. Cortical localization of the boundary effects. A. The group averaged cortical localization for each condition and analyzed time windows. The maps are super- 

imposed onto a standard brain template from the Freesurfer. B. Regions of interest (ROIs) for the analysis of the source amplitudes based on Destrieux parcellation). 
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ourses were extracted for each ROI as averages across vertices at each

ime point separately for each subject, and then, for illustrative purpose,

veraged across the group of subjects ( Fig. 6 , A). 

For statistical evaluation of the ROI activity, three equidistant

20-ms time windows were used: 110–230 ms, 280–400 ms and 450–

70 ms. The mean dSPM values were analyzed using 3-way ANOVA with

he factors of Condition (Non-boundary, Medium and High), ROI (Pri-

ary, Posterior, Anterior and Lateral), and Hemisphere (Left and Right)

eparately for each time window. For the temporal sources, statistical

valuation of the source coordinates was performed in the same time

indows as those used for the analysis of the amplitudes. However, the

enters of mass were computed for the whole temporal ROIs which in-

luded all four subdivisions (Primary, Posterior, Anterior and Lateral)

 Fig. 5 , B). After converting the array of source vertices to MNI coor-

inates, the coordinate values were evaluated statistically using 2-way

NOVA with the factors of Condition and Hemisphere. In all statistical
7 
ests, the Greenhouse-Geisser correction was used for factors with more

han two levels. Post-hoc analyses were performed using the Newman–

euls test. For the inferior frontal ROI, coordinate values of the source

ctivity observed during the third time window in the Non-boundary

ondition were evaluated in order to prove its consistency among the

articipants. 

. Results 

.1. Behavioral chunking experiment 

We first identified chunk boundaries based on the agreement rate

cross the participants. The results showed that boundaries marked

y more than 22% of participants were statistically significant chunk

oundaries and boundaries with the agreement rate of less than 5% were

tatistically significant non-boundaries. Statistically significant chunk
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Fig. 6. Temporal evolution of source activity A. Time courses for the separate Temporal ROIs estimated for the left and right hemisphere. B. The effect of condition 

on the source amplitude for each analyzed time window. L = left hemisphere, R = right hemisphere. All other designations as in Fig. 4 . 
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Table 1 

Results of multiple linear regression relating agreement rate to linguistic 

cues. 

Linguistic 

cues 

regression coefficients with 99.9% CI VIF 

Set 1 Set 2 Set 1 Set 2 

Pause length 5.64 [4.65, 6.52] 5.54 [4.7, 6.41] 5.2 5.45 

Clause structure 4.3 [3.76, 4.88] 3.66 [3.16, 4.18] 1.6 1.52 

Prosodic strength 1.69 [0.84, 2.59] 1.24 [0.47, 2.03] 4.93 5.15 

CI – confidence intervals, VIF – Variance Inflation Factor 
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oundaries were then divided into four equal-sized bins (quartiles) of

ow (22-33%), medium (35-57%), medium-high (58-79%) and high (80-

00%) agreement rates. 

Fig. 3 shows the distribution of linguistic features across the bound-

ry categories: pause length, prosodic strength, and clause structure. All

hree linguistic features clearly decrease in strength from boundaries

ith higher agreement rates to boundaries with lower agreement rates

nd non-boundaries. Furthermore, while pause duration and the pro-

ortion of completed clauses decrease gradually with decreasing agree-

ent rate, prosodic strength drops abruptly from chunk boundaries to

on-boundaries. 

The mean duration of intuitively defined chunks ( ± S.D.) was 2.4 ±
.1 s for the two sets of speech stimuli. 

To further test the effect of different linguistic features on agreement

ate, we fitted a multiple linear regression model to the continuous ver-

ion of the agreement rate. This analysis revealed that each of the fea-

ures studied – pause length, clausal syntactic structure and prosodic

trength – has a statistically significant relationship with the agreement

ate ( p < 0.001). The regression coefficients of the features with their

ootstrapped 99.9% confidence intervals (CI) are provided in Table 1 .

ince all variables were standardized, the regression coefficients can

e interpreted in terms of variable importance, and show that pause

ength has the strongest relationship with the agreement rate, followed

y syntactic structure and prosodic strength. Each pair of independent

ariables was correlated. The correlation between clause structure and

rosodic strength was 0.58 for Set 1 and 0.55 for Set 2, between clause

tructure and pause length 0.61 for Set 1 and 0.58 for Set 2, and between

rosodic strength and pause length 0.89 for Set 1 and 0.9 for Set 2. 
8 
These correlations suggest multicollinearity between the indepen-

ent variables, which might influence the estimated regression coef-

cients and their standard deviations. We used the Variance Inflation

actor (VIF) to gauge the influence of the multicollinearity on regres-

ion coefficients. The VIF of each of the independent variables was

ess than 10 ( Table 1 ), indicating that their estimated regression coeffi-

ients can be interpreted ( Altman and Krzywinski, 2016 ; Kulesa et al.,

015 ). Moreover, as mentioned above, we estimated confidence in-

ervals of the regression coefficients using a bootstrapping approach

 Kulesa et al., 2015 ), which typically yields wider confidence inter-

als since it accounts for observed collinearity between independent

ariables. Hence, the results of our analyses are robust to the ob-

erved collinearity between independent variables, and the model re-

iably estimates the unique contribution of each cue to chunk boundary

erception. 
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Since there are many boundaries marked by fewer than 5% of par-

icipants, we tested whether the outcome of the analyses would be dif-

erent if these boundaries were excluded from the analysis. The results

id not change, i.e., each of the independent variables still had a statis-

ically significant relationship with the agreement rate (see Table A.1 in

ppendices for the regression coefficients). 

Overall, the results of the regression analysis indicate that in real-

ime speech chunking listeners use all three cues – pause length, clause

tructure and prosodic strength. 

. MEEG experiment 

.1. Linguistic features of the stimuli 

Distributions of the linguistic characteristics of the boundaries se-

ected for the MEEG experiment are shown in Fig. 3 . In the High

greement-rate condition, the boundaries always occurred at the end of

 clause and were characterized by longer original pauses (633 ± 21 ms,

ean ± S.D.) and higher prosodic strength (1.45 ± 0.33). The bound-

ries in the Medium agreement-rate condition were more syntactically

ariable: they occurred within a clause (47.4%), at the end of a clause

37.4%) and at the start of an embedded clause (15.2%). They were

lso prosodically weaker (1.18 ± 0.45) and contained a shorter original

ause (260 ± 172 ms). The non-boundaries never occurred at the end

f a clause, had only a short pause or no pause at all (16 ± 49 ms), and

 very low prosodic strength (0.25 ± 0.30). 

.2. Behavioral data 

The analysis of responses to comprehension questions indicated that

ll the subjects were able to understand the speech excerpts. The mean

ccuracy of task performance ( ± standard error of mean (S.E.M)) was

9 ± 1.6%, and the mean reaction time was 4.2 ± 0.2 s. 

.3. The effect of boundary agreement rate on ERPs 

We first estimated ERPs from EEG sensor-level data separately for

ach condition (High, Medium and Non-boundary) relative to the 200-

s baseline preceding the silent pause. The ERPs differed considerably

n their waveforms and scalp distributions between the non-boundary

nd boundary conditions ( Fig. 4 , B and C). 

Pauses inserted at non-boundaries elicited a biphasic response with

ts negative phase peaking around 150-200 ms from the pause onset,

nd a positive phase peaking at around 450 ms. Responses to pauses

nserted at the medium and high agreement-rate chunk boundaries were

onophasic and peaked around 300 ms in the High and 400 ms in the

edium condition. 

In the Non-boundary condition, the first peak was significantly more

egative compared to the baseline in the earliest time window (t(19) = –

.5, p (FDR) < 0.001), and the second peak was more positive in the latest

ime window (t(19) = 5.4, p (FDR) < 0.001). In the second time window

he ERP amplitude did not differ significantly from the baseline. In the

igh and Medium conditions, the ERP amplitudes were significantly

ore positive compared to the baseline in all three time windows (t(19)

 3.7, p (FDR) < 0.01). 

Further statistical analysis using ANOVA revealed main effects of

ondition (F(2,38) = 5.9, p < 0.01, 𝜂2 
𝑝 
= 0.24, Power = 0.85) and Time

indow (F(2,38) = 25.2, p < 0.001, 𝜂2 
𝑝 
= 0.57, Power = 1.00), and Condi-

ion and Time window interaction (F(2,38) = 26.8, p < 0.001, 𝜂2 
𝑝 
= 0.59,

ower = 1.00). Overall, the ERP amplitude was more negative in the

rst compared to the second (p < 0.001) and third (p < 0.001) time

indows, and in the Non-boundary condition the amplitude was more

egative than in the High (p < 0.01) and Medium (p < 0.01) ones. Fur-

hermore, the ERP amplitudes differed significantly among conditions

n all analyzed time windows. The post-hoc analysis showed that dur-

ng the first two windows, the amplitude of the ERP recorded in the
9 
on-boundary condition was significantly more negative compared to

he Medium (p < 0.001 and p < 0.05 for the fist and the second window

espectively) and High (p < 0.001 and p < 0.001) conditions. During the

atest time window, by contrast, the ERP amplitude in the Non-boundary

ondition was significantly more positive than in the Medium (p < 0.05)

nd High (p < 0.01) conditions ( Fig. 4 , D). No significant differences

ere observed between the High and Medium conditions. 

.4. The effect of boundary agreement rate on evoked responses in source 

pace 

We next estimated event-related activity from source reconstructed

EEG data. Evoked responses were localized to both primary and non-

rimary auditory cortices and inferior frontal areas ( Fig. 5 , A). 

Temporal cortices were consistently activated during all experimen-

al conditions, while activation of the right inferior frontal cortex was

bserved in the Non-boundary condition during the third time window

rom 450 to 570 ms. Similarly to the ERPs at the EEG sensor level,

voked responses in the source space also differed among the agreement-

ate conditions. During the first and the last time windows, activity was

tronger in the Non-boundary condition, while during the second time

indow it was stronger in the High and Medium conditions ( Fig. 5 , A

nd Fig. 6 , A and B). 

To investigate these differences more closely, we performed statisti-

al evaluation of time courses for event-related data averaged over four

emporal ROIs ( Fig. 4 , B). This analysis revealed that during the first

ime window, the amplitude of activity was affected by the Condition

F(2,38) = 5.7, p < 0.05, 𝜂2 
𝑝 
= 0.23, Power = 0.84), being higher in the

on-boundary compared to the High (p < 0.05) and Medium (p < 0.01)

onditions. The main effect of ROI was also significant (F(3,57) = 45.0,

 < 0.001, 𝜂2 
𝑝 
= 0.70, Power = 1.00). The amplitude of activity grad-

ally decreased from the Primary to the Posterior, then to the Ante-

ior and finally to the Lateral ROIs (Primary > other ROIs, p < 0.001;

osterior > Anterior and Lateral, p < 0.05 and 0.001 respectively; An-

erior > Lateral, p < 0.05). Significant ROI and Condition interaction

F(6,114) = 4.0, p < 0.05, 𝜂2 
𝑝 
= 0.17, Power = 0.97) indicated that

he effect of the Condition varied among the ROIs ( Fig. 6 ). In the Pri-

ary ROI, the activity in the Non-boundary condition was stronger com-

ared to the High (p < 0.001) and Medium (p < 0.001) conditions, and

n the High condition it was stronger than in the Medium condition

p < 0.05). In the Posterior ROI, the activity was stronger in the Non-

oundary compared to the High (p < 0.01) and Medium (p < 0.001)

onditions. In the Anterior ROI, significant difference was observed be-

ween the Non-boundary and the Medium conditions only (p < 0.05).

o differences were found in the Lateral ROI. Finally, there was a Con-

ition and Hemisphere interaction, indicating interhemispheric differ-

nces in the effect of the Condition. In the left hemisphere, activity in

he Medium condition was lower than in the Non-boundary (p < 0.01)

nd High (p < 0.05) conditions. Furthermore, in the Non-boundary con-

ition activity was stronger in the right compared to the left hemisphere

p < 0.05), while in the High condition, it was stronger in the left than

n the right hemisphere (p < 0.05). In the second time window, the

ource activity also differed among the ROIs (F(3,57) = 21.7, p < 0.001,
2 
𝑝 
= 0.53, Power = 1.00), being stronger in the Primary than in all

ther ROIs (p < 0.001), and in the Posterior stronger than in the Ante-

ior (p < 0.05) and Lateral (p < 0.05) ROIs. Hemisphere and Condition

nteraction (F(2,38) = 6.0, p < 0.05, 𝜂2 
𝑝 
= 0.24, Power = 0.86) indicated

hat in the left hemisphere, activity during the pauses inserted at chunk

oundaries was stronger compared to the activity in the Non-boundary

ondition (High > Non-boundary, p < 0.001, Medium > Non-boundary,

 < 0.01), and that this drop in activity was confined to the left hemi-

phere (Non-boundary left < Non-boundary right, p < 0.01). In the third

ime window, the effect of ROI was similar to the one in the second time

indow (F(3,57) = 29.5, p < 0.001, 𝜂2 
𝑝 
= 0.61, Power = 1.00). The source

ctivity was stronger in the Primary than in all other ROIs (p < 0.001),

nd in the Posterior stronger than in the Anterior (p < 0.001) and Lat-
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Fig. 7. A. The mean locations of the combined Temporal sources estimated for the 450-570 ms time window overlaid on the standard MNI template. B. The effect 

of condition on the Temporal source coordinates along the y-axes for the 450-570 ms time window. All other designations as in Fig. 4 . 
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t  
ral (p < 0.001) ROIs. The interaction between the ROI and Condition

F(6,114) = 2.8, p < 0.05, 𝜂2 
𝑝 
= 0.13, Power = 0.87) indicated, that sig-

ificant differences among the conditions were observed in non-primary

OIs, Posterior (Non-boundary > High and Medium, p < 0.01) and Lat-

ral (Non-boundary > Medium, p < 0.05), but not in the Primary one. 

.5. The effect of boundary agreement rate on source locations 

The MNI coordinates of the centers of mass of the combined tem-

oral ROIs differed significantly between the left and right hemi-

phere along y- axes in all analyzed time windows (F(1,19) = 18.4,

 < 0.001, 𝜂2 
𝑝 

= 0.49, Power = 0.98 for the first time window,

(1,19) = 19.2, p < 0.001, 𝜂2 
𝑝 
= 0.50, Power = 0.99 for the second, and

F(1,19) = 15.9, p < 0.001, 𝜂2 
𝑝 
= 0.46, Power = 0.97 for the third). The

ight-hemispheric sources were located 4 mm more anteriorly in respect

o their left-hemispheric homologs ( Fig. 7 ). Furthermore, y- coordinates

f the sources of activity during the third time window differed sig-

ificantly among the conditions (F(2,38) = 4.6, p < 0.05, 𝜂2 
𝑝 
= 0.19,

ower = 0.74). The center of mass in the Non-boundary condition was

ocated more posteriorly with respect to source locations in other con-

itions. Moreover, sub-areal segregation of the source locations was ob-

erved exclusively in the right hemisphere. Planned comparison using

tudent’s T-test followed with a Bonferroni correction confirmed sig-

ificant differences along y- axes between the source locations in the

on-boundary and two other conditions (Non-boundary vs. High, 3 mm

ifference, p < 0.01, and Non-boundary vs. Medium, 2 mm difference,

 < 0.05) in the right but not in the left hemisphere. No significant ef-

ects were observed along x- or z- axes. The right-hemispheric inferior

rontal activity was consistently observed in all participants during the

atest time window in the Non-boundary condition. The mean coordi-

ates of the right inferior frontal source corresponded to the opercular

art of the inferior frontal gyrus. 

. Discussion 

This study investigated neurocognitive mechanisms underlying the

ntuitive chunking of natural speech using a combined behavioral and

lectrophysiological study. We first identified intuitive chunk bound-

ries from a behavioural experiment in which the participants simul-

aneously listened to speech extracts and followed their transcripts on

ablet computers, while intuitively marking chunk boundaries in ex-

erpts of continuous, spontaneous speech. Listeners converged on plac-

ng chunk boundaries, showing that boundaries with high agreement

ates correlated with the presence of a variety of linguistic cues, such as

rosodic boundary strength, clause structure, and pause length. These

ata thus confirmed the presence of intuitive chunk boundaries in naïve

isteners ( Sinclair and Mauranen, 2006 ), so that boundaries were based

n holistic perception not driven by only one type of linguistic cue

 Hanulíková et al., 2012 ; Van Berkum et al., 2008 ). 
10 
In the next experiment, we used MEEG to investigate possible neu-

onal markers of intuitive chunking and more specifically, whether

auses inserted at non-boundaries, which were experienced as interrup-

ions of speech, would be associated with different evoked responses

rom those elicited by pauses inserted at chunk boundaries with high

nd medium agreement rates. As hypothesized, we found that pauses

nserted at chunk boundaries with high and medium agreement rates

cross participants elicited a closure positive shift with the sources over

ilateral auditory cortices. By contrast, pauses placed at non-boundaries

ere perceived as interruptions and elicited a biphasic emitted po-

ential with sources located in the bilateral auditory areas with right-

emispheric dominance, and in the right inferior frontal cortex. The

ata establishes that intuitive boundary marking and the resulting chunk

oundaries are correlated with the neuronal activity as measured with

EEG. 

.1. The influence of using a second language 

The data from which the stimuli were drawn was based on two

orpora of academic speech, which represented both native speakers

nd fluent non-native speakers of English, thus reflecting the reality

f contemporary academic conferences and international universities.

either of databases was compiled to represent any single (or more)

rst-language group of the speakers. The listeners participating in the

resent study likewise represented international speakers of English

s a group, with a variety of first languages, without seeking a rep-

esentative sample of any first language group. Therefore, the influ-

nce of any specific first language would not be possible. In support

f this choice, another recent study ( Dobrego et al., under revision )

ompared intuitive chunking behavior in listeners representing first and

econd-language speakers of English and found no differences in ei-

her inter-subject agreement on chunking, or in the mean chunk length

etween the groups. Furthermore, in a study by Frost and colleagues

 Frost et al., 2017 ), no effect of language background on the use of a

yllable duration cue for speech segmentation was found. This also sup-

orts Sinclair and Mauranen (2006) original hypothesis, which posits

hat ‘fluent speakers’ of the language will chunk speech in essentially the

ame way. 

.2. Monophasic ERs to intuitive chunk boundaries 

Evoked responses to chunk boundaries of high and medium agree-

ent rate were monophasic, with the sources over bilateral primary and

on-primary auditory areas and peaked at 300-400 ms from the pause

nset. The left-hemispheric activity for the boundaries with high agree-

ent rate manifested slightly earlier than that for the medium one, the

aximal difference between the two conditions thus being during the

rst time window ( Figs. 5 and 6 ). More prominent left-hemispheric ac-

ivity in the High than Medium agreement-rate condition may reflect
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S  
odulation of the responses by for example syntactic structure, since

n contrast to Medium condition, all the stimuli in the High condition

ere associated with the completion of a clause. The evoked responses

o high and medium agreement-rate chunk boundaries may correspond

o the CPS, which is characterized by bilateral positivity originally found

n the temporal vicinity of intonation boundaries ( Friederici and Al-

er, 2004 ; Steinhauer et al., 1999 ). Furthermore, positive shifts were

ound in responses to verbal or non-verbal temporal groups charac-

erized by a specific prosodic feature such as the lengthening of a fi-

al syllable, and were linked to the perceptual chunking of speech

 Gilbert et al., 2015 ). Importantly, Gilbert et al.’s (2015) study found

imilar positivity irrespective of the presence of meaningful linguistic

orms. Our results expand on these findings by showing that in natu-

al speech, brain responses to chunk boundaries are influenced both by

rosody and syntactic clause structure so that the strongest responses

re observed when these two features converge. The contribution of

he clause structure factor is evident from enhanced left-hemispheric

esponses in the High compared to the Medium condition character-

zed by a smaller proportion of completed clauses. This finding confirms

ur hypothesis of modulatory effect of syntactic structure on boundary-

elated brain activity. At the level of scalp-recorded ERPs, which, due

o large volume conduction in EEG sensor level data reflect integrated

ctivity from both hemispheres, no significant difference between the

igh and Medium conditions was observed. However, source modeling

f MEEG data allowed disentangling neuronal activity originated from

natomically precise areas located in the left and right hemispheres,

nd thus revealed condition-related amplitude differences specific to

he left hemisphere. This result is in line with previous findings con-

erning the rightward shift of the CPS amplitude maximum as a func-

ion of reduced linguistic content ( Pannekamp et al., 2005 ) and further

ith the notion that speech comprehension involves parsing of sequen-

ial auditory information according to abstract grammatical rules into

 set of word groups forming nested linguistic trees ( Dehaene et al.,

015 ). However, it is very likely that other factors also play a role in the

mergence CPS in the chunking of natural speech. This calls for further

esearch. 

.3. Biphasic ERs to speech interruption 

Responses to pauses at non-boundaries leading to interruptions of

peech were different from those found for chunk boundaries with high

greement rates. These results are in line with the findings showing that

ntegrating speech in time depends on temporal expectancies and atten-

ion ( Scharinger et al., 2017 ). 

Compared to the monophasic responses to high and medium

greement-rate boundaries, non-boundaries were associated with bipha-

ic evoked responses, with a negative wave peaking around 150-200 ms

nd a following positive wave with the latency around 450 ms. A similar

attern of activity has earlier been shown in response to interruptions

f continuous auditory stimuli such as speech and music ( Besson et al.,

997 ; Besson and Faïta, 1995 ) and was referred to as an emitted poten-

ial, i.e., a fully endogenous response elicited in the absence of sensory

vents ( Weinberg et al., 1974 , 1970 ). The first phase of the emitted po-

ential may represent the omission mismatch negativity elicited by ex-

ected but missing auditory input ( Bendixen et al., 2014 ; Horvath et al.,

010 ; Pihko et al., 1997 ; Raij et al., 1997 ; Tervaniemi et al., 1994 ;

abe et al., 1998 , 1997 ). However, it may also include an obligatory

ff-response to the abrupt cessation of the speech sound in the Non-

oundary condition. 

Source reconstruction of the first peak specific to the Non-boundary

ondition revealed prominent activity in the temporal lobes with sig-

ificant right-hemispheric dominance ( Fig. 5 ). Further exploration of

he distribution of this activity across temporal subregions allowed us

o determine that the first phase of the response to chunk interruption

riginated mainly in the primary and posterior auditory cortex ( Fig. 6 ).
11 
n both ROIs, the activity was stronger in the Non-boundary than in the

igh and Medium conditions. 

The second, positive phase of the emitted potential may correspond

o the P3a, which often follows the MMN in conditions requiring reori-

nting attention to facilitate the processing of novelty ( Polich, 2007 ).

eural generators of the later phase of the emitted potential were

ocalized predominantly in the right-hemispheric temporal and infe-

ior frontal cortices ( Fig. 5 ). The involvement of the inferior frontal

ortex in the generation of the P3a is in line with earlier results

rom electrophysiological ( Zora et al., 2020 ) and neuroimaging stud-

es ( Asplund et al., 2010 ; Corbetta and Shulman, 2002 ; Ford et al.,

994 ), as well as from clinical studies in patients with frontal lesions

 Knight, 1984 ; Knight et al., 1995 ; Szczepanski and Knight, 2014 ). In

ontrast to the first phase of the emitted potential, when the maxi-

al difference between the Non-boundary and two other conditions

as observed over the primary auditory cortex, a significant increase

f the later activity was confined to the non-primary auditory cor-

ex. Chunk interruptions compared to chunk boundaries elicited more

rominent and sustained activity within the bilateral posterior, the right

ateral temporal, and the right prefrontal areas ( Fig. 6 ). This might be

aused by the maintenance of precise prosodic information in work-

ng memory compensating for the interruption. Hence, more promi-

ent responses to chunk interruptions compared to chunk boundaries

ay result from enhanced activity within the prosody-related right-

emispheric network. Furthermore, the increase of activity in associ-

tion areas may also be related to generating top-down predictions re-

arding a forthcoming continuation of an interrupted chunk and con-

equently building up a holistic image of this chunk during the delay

eriod ( Blumenthal-Dramé et al., 2017 ; Bornkessel-Schlesewsky et al.,

016 ). Such predictions may be based on preceding information from

ifferent linguistic domains, such as the semantic context, syntax, and

rosody. 

.4. Cortical sources of evoked responses to chunk boundaries and chunk 

nterruptions 

In line with previous studies, the source localization of ER activ-

ty elicited by speech stimuli revealed neuronal sources in the superior

emporal cortices which have been shown to be sensitive to spectro-

emporal features of speech corresponding to different phonemes

 Chang et al., 2010 ; Mesgarani et al., 2014 ), and to the dynamics of

peech sounds compared to other sounds with similar acoustic content

 Nora et al., 2020 ; Overath et al., 2015 ). The analysis of source coordi-

ates revealed that the center of mass in the evoked activity was located

n the planum temporale in all experimental conditions ( Fig. 7 ). As ex-

ected, the right-hemispheric sources were located 4 mm more anteri-

rly in respect of their left-hemispheric homologs, reflecting the anatom-

cal hemispheric asymmetry of the Heschl’s gyrus and the planum tem-

orale ( Westbury et al., 1999 ). This interhemispheric difference was

onsistent during all conditions and analyzed windows. In addition, a

ignificant difference in the source locations among all three conditions

as found during the latest time window: the right-hemispheric gener-

tor of the response elicited in the Non-boundary condition was located

ignificantly more posteriorly in respect of the sources of activity in the

edium and High conditions. However, this finding should be consid-

red with some caution, since the mean difference in source coordinates

long the y-axes was small, although the relative positions of the sources

f responses to chunk boundaries and chunk interruptions were consis-

ent among the participants. 

There is a growing body of evidence that speech processing

akes place in two anatomically distinct and functionally special-

zed pathways ( Hickok and Poeppel, 2007 ; Rauschecker, 2011 ;

auschecker and Scott, 2009 ; Sammler et al., 2018 ). The left-

emispheric ventral pathway is involved in processing semantic content

 DeWitt and Rauschecker, 2012 ; Pylkkänen, 2019 ; Rauschecker and

cott, 2009 ) and local syntactic structure building
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B  
 Friederici et al., 2006 ), while the dorsal route is linked to speech

roduction ( Hickok and Poeppel, 2007 ; Rauschecker and Scott, 2009 )

nd the building of complex syntactic structures ( Wilson et al., 2011 ).

ight-hemispheric ventral and dorsal pathways are both involved in

rocessing speech prosody ( Fruhholz et al., 2015 ; Sammler et al., 2015 ).

urthermore, the integrity of the right-hemispheric dorsal pathway

as been found to be crucial for building linguistic prosodic structure

 Sammler et al., 2018 ). 

In view of the more dorsal source locations and more prominent

esponses in the right posterior auditory cortex during chunk interrup-

ions, it is possible to suggest that breaking the intonation contour is

 crucial factor modulating brain activity during chunk interruptions.

hus, the integrity of the intonation contour may be considered as an

ssential property of the chunk. However, we did not find any evidence

or a direct correspondence between intuitive chunks and prosodic units.

he mean chunk duration in our study was 2.4 s, suggesting that an intu-

tive chunk may include more than one intermediate intonation phrase

 Stehwien and Meyer, 2021 ) or prosodic phrase (Inbar et al., 2020 ).

owever, it is noteworthy that the speech material used in the present

tudy might have biased the duration of prosodic phrases to some ex-

ent, since we extracted excerpts exclusively from monologic events such

s lectures, presentations, etc., recorded in an academic environment.

hus, it would be important to continue investigating chunk properties

nd language processing more generally as a holistic, integrated process

ather than continue to separate and isolate the roles of individual fac-

ors in accounting for segmentation. Such an approach would hold more

romise for ecological validity in future research. 

. Conclusions 

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that chunk boundaries intu-

tively marked by naïve participants with high and medium agreement

ates in a behavioral experiment elicit distinct evoked activity in the

rain compared to non-boundaries. As hypothesized, listeners sponta-

eously identified chunk boundaries driven by the presence of multiple

inguistic cues including prosody and syntactic cues therefore support-

ng the idea that language processing is holistic. At the neural level,

oundaries with high-and medium agreement rates induced monopha-

ic ERs similar to CPS that is typically observed at the end of prosodic

oundaries. Furthermore, lest-hemispheric increase in source activity

n response to high compared to medium agreement rate boundaries

uggests that these monophasic responses were modulated by syntactic

tructure. In contrast, pauses inserted at non-boundaries induced a dis-

inct evoked response pattern, an emitted potential. Future studies are

eeded to investigate whether chucking of natural speech is reflected

n the brain rhythmicity known to contribute to speech segmentation

 Henke and Meyer, 2021 ; Keitel et al., 2018 ; Morillon et al., 2019 ;

immele et al., 2021 ). 
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